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Abstract

In a wireless sensor network consisting of a large number of sensor nodes (SNs), an effi-
cient communication scheme is crucial to boost data collection efficiency. Furthermore,
SN is required to communicate by the low transmission power to prolong its battery life.
However, SNs located at the edge of the communication area may fall into the outage as
the signal-to-noise power ratio fails to surpass a certain threshold. Moreover, signal colli-
sion due to the interferers may deteriorate the packet delivery rate. An unmanned aerial
vehicle-base station (UAV-BS) is an attractive solution to lower outage probability and
enhance communication efficiency. Here, outage probability and capturing failure probabil-
ity performance of a rotational angle division multiple access (RADMA), which is realized
by UAV-BS with an array antenna, are analytically evaluated. The numerical performance
evaluation is conducted to elucidate the performance improvement of RADMA under
low power wide-area network setup. Numerical simulation results show that RADMA can
suppress the packet loss ratio 77%, shorten the transmission time 25%, and reduce the
required transmission energy 20%.

1 INTRODUCTION

Wireless sensor network (WSN) with a large number of sen-
sor nodes (SNs) has become one of the major research top-
ics as it can be deployed to observe or monitor a particular
area such temperature monitoring of a precision agriculture area
[1–4]. Because of the difficulty of changing or recharging the
battery once deployed [5], SNs are required to communicate
with low power consumption to prolong its battery life. How-
ever, transmitting signals with low power may cause SNs to fall
into an outage state as the signal-to-noise power ratio (SNR)
fails to surpass a certain threshold at the receiver. Further, SNs
located at the edge of the coverage area may be in an outage
with a higher probability due to the long communication dis-
tance to the fusion center (FC). Therefore, low power transmis-
sion scheme is required to enable SNs to communicate in a low
SNR range.

Recently, low power wide-area network (LPWAN) technolo-
gies are gaining a lot of interest due to its low power and large
transmission coverage to support the Internet-of-things (IoT)
with limited power supply. A long-range wide-area network
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(LoRaWAN) is one of the most pronounced LPWAN technolo-
gies and the most promising wide-area IoT technologies pro-
posed by Semtech and further promoted by the LoRa Alliance
[6]. In LoRaWAN, an adaptive data rate chirp spread-spectrum
(CSS) modulation technology is adopted as a physical (PHY)
layer technology to realize a flexible long-range communication
with low power consumption and low cost. In CSS, different
spreading factors (SFs) tune the chirp modulation rates. Lower
SFs allow a high data rate but a short communication range,
whereas higher SFs provide a long communication range at a
low data rate. LoRaWAN is considered as a promising system
to support WSN with a large number of low power SNs within
a wide area.

In WSN, instead of centralized access control, the transmis-
sions are carried out in an autonomously distributed manner by
using random access schemes due to its simplicity [7]. Carrier
sense multiple access/collision avoidance (CSMA/CA) is one
of the random access schemes. In CSMA/CA, a signal collision
happens when multiple SNs transmit simultaneously since each
SN transmits in a distributed manner. The collided signal cannot
be captured if the signal-to-interference power ratio (SIR) falls
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below a certain threshold. The probability of the collided sig-
nal fails to be captured increases if the SIR decreases due to the
interferers increment. Further, this capturing failure probabil-
ity increases proportionally to the number of SNs in the WSN.
Therefore, an efficient communication scheme is required to
allow the SNs to communicate effectively without excessive col-
lisions.

In recent years, using an unmanned aerial vehicle (UAV) as
a base station (BS) has been considered a promising approach
[8–10]. This is because unmanned aerial vehicle-base station
(UAV-BS) can be deployed easily and dynamically at a low cost.
UAV-BS provides several advantages. First, the probability of
having line-of-sight (LoS) links to ground terminals is higher
due to its high altitude [11]. Second, communication distance
to each ground terminal can be shortened as UAV-BS can be
dynamically placed closer to ground terminals or dense areas
by leveraging its mobility [12]. Therefore, deploying UAV-BS as
the FC of the WSN is considered as a promising approach to
provide low power communication to SNs [13, 14].

1.1 Related works

To ensure reliable communication to UAV, the authors of [15]
investigated the optimum 2D placement of UAV for maximum
reliability with total power loss and overall outage as the reliabil-
ity measures. The altitude optimization of UAV to minimize the
boundary outage probability of the coverage area was studied in
[16]. To improve wireless coverage, the authors of [17] studied
the optimal placement of multiple UAVs under different UAV
altitude constraints and node densities to minimize the outage
probability of node-to-UAV transmissions. The authors of [18]
proposed an algorithm to enable a team of UAVs to cooper-
atively provide full coverage of an unknown field of interest
while minimizing the overlapping sections among their field of
views. These works show multiple UAVs are necessary to extend
the coverage area. Meanwhile, more number of UAVs requires
extra costs.

The authors of [19] considered deploying a UAV dynami-
cally and formulated an optimal trajectory within a given time
constraint to maximize the sum rate of ground nodes. A clus-
tering based UAV positioning method to reduce the number
of transmitting users and enhance network capacity was pro-
posed in [20]. To avoid the excessive number of transmissions
in a dense environment, the authors of [21] investigated the data
collection scheme by clustering the nodes, constructing an opti-
mized forwarding tree per cluster, and gathering the data from
selected cluster-head nodes with minimized UAV trajectory dis-
tance. These works are limited to the UAV dynamic deployment
method and vulnerable to the dense number of nodes. Further,
the data collection scheme per cluster may lead to an excessive
energy reduction of the selected cluster-head nodes. Meanwhile,
WSNs in practical consist of a dense number of nodes with the
same amount of energy.

In [22], we have proposed rotational angle division multiple
access (RADMA), where UAV-BS is equipped with a uniform
linear array antenna (ULA) to serve a subset of SNs at a time. In
RADMA, a virtual sector is formed by exploiting the ULA’s main

lobe [23]. Since the signal from the outside of main lobe can
be suppressed, the signals from the SNs within the virtual sec-
tor can be received with less interference. By this, the number
of communicating SNs at a time can be limited. Furthermore,
the signal transmitted from the SNs within the virtual sector
can be enhanced by the high gain of ULA. The virtual sector is
switched by horizontally rotating the UAV-BS with an appropri-
ate time interval to cover the whole communication area.

In [22], the performance of RADMA has been investigated
while adopting IEEE 802.11 as the wireless access protocol.
Due to the limited coverage area, the system is not appropriate
to monitor a wide agriculture area. Further, the performance
of RADMA had been evaluated while limiting the number of
SNs to 30. However, due to the large number of SNs connected
within a WSN, it is required to validate if RADMA can work in
a more practical situation.

In [24], outage probability (OP) of sensor nodes served by a
ULA equipped UAV-BS has been conducted analytically. How-
ever, the location of the desired SN is assumed to be known
by the UAV-BS. To gain more reliable results, it is required to
deal with the locations of SNs as random variables. Further, the
number of interfering signals may increase due to the increased
number of SNs. Thus, it is necessary to analytically evaluate how
the system deals with a certain amount of interferences.

1.2 Contributions

In summary, the contributions of this manuscript are as fol-
lows.

1. Conducting analytical studies towards RADMA by evaluat-
ing its effectiveness from the viewpoint of OP and captur-
ing failure probability to validate the accuracy of the numer-
ical simulation results. The numerical results validated the
derived equations are valid, and the proposed RADMA can
suppress OP and capturing failure probability.

2. Investigating the performance of RADMA to serve a wider
coverage area by applying LPWAN as the communication
access protocol. The low received signal power of far-SNs
due to the large path loss is the critical issue in this scenario.
The simulation results elucidate that RADMA under the
LPWAN scenario can tackle the low received signal power,
hence far-SNs can transmit the data with a high transmission
rate.

3. Investigating the performance of RADMA to serve a denser
area to validate if RADMA can work in such practical situa-
tion. The increased number of SNs connected within a WSN
is the critical issue in this scenario. The simulation results
demonstrate how RADMA can suppress the number of lost
packets, shorten transmission time, and reduce transmission
energy in a various number of dense environment scenarios

The relation of related works and contributions are listed in
Table 1.

The rest of the manuscript is organized as follows. In Sec-
tion 2, the system and channel model are given. In Sec-
tion 3, the proposed RADMA are described. In Section 4, the
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outage probability and capturing effect analysis are conducted.
In Section 5, the LoRaWAN network is described. Finally, some
selected simulation results are provided in Section 6 in order to
validate the newly derived analytical expression and the effec-
tiveness of RADMA. Section 7 concludes the paper.

Notations: ‖ ⋅ ‖ is the norm, 𝔼[⋅] is the expectation value,
1F1(⋅, ⋅; ⋅) is the Kummer confluent hypergeometric function.

2 SYSTEM AND CHANNEL MODEL

2.1 System description

A UAV-BS is deployed as a mobile data collector, that is, FC, to
gather information from a WSN consisting of K SNs. The num-
ber of SNs, K , is determined according to Poisson point pro-
cess (PPP) of intensity 𝜆SN [/km2]. The set of SNs is denoted
by  = {1, … ,K }. The 2D location of SN k ∈  is denoted
by wk = (xk, yk ) ∈ ℝ2×1. All SNs are randomly and uniformly
distributed within the coverage area with length of area side
LAREA [km]. Each SN generates a delay tolerant data packet
and send it to the FC through CSMA/CA access protocol at
the medium access control (MAC) layer. SN cannot sense other
SN’s signal if the signal power falls below a certain carrier sense
(CS) threshold ΓCS. All SNs transmit the signal with an omni-
directional antenna and with a fixed transmission power PT [W].

This paper employs an unlicensed spectrum for the data col-
lection from SNs. Consequently, the interferences from other
systems (inter-system interference) that use the same unlicensed
spectrum may exist. The inter-system interference will lead to an
increased capturing failure probability. The performance degra-
dation can be avoided by some mechanisms [25–27]. However,
such mechanisms need to estimate or exchange information
about parameters of the other systems such as transmission time
and transmission interval. Our main objective is to tackle the
interference problem among SNs in the same system and the-
oretically analyse its performance. Since the proposed system
is not exclusive with the other mechanisms to deal with inter-
system interference, considering the interferences from other
systems will remain as our future work. Thus, this paper assumes
that inter-system interference does not exist.

2.2 Channel model

The channel for each communication link between UAV-BS and
SN k is modeled with path loss and shadowing loss. In partic-
ular, we consider a free-space path loss, which is given by [28]

Lk(dk ) =

(
4𝜋 fcdk

c

)2

, (1)

where fc is the carrier frequency [Hz] and c is the speed of light
[m∕s]. The distance between the UAV-BS and SN k, dk [m], can

be calculated as

dk =

√‖wUAV − wk‖2
+ H 2

UAV, (2)

where wUAV = (xUAV, yUAV) ∈ ℝ2×1 and HUAV are the 2D loca-
tion and the altitude of the UAV-BS, respectively. Since the dis-
tance between UAV-BS and each SN is much larger than the ter-
rain height differences between SNs, it is reasonable to assume
that the ground is flat.

The log-normally distributed shadowing loss [dB] is given by
[30]

𝜓k,dB = PLoS,k𝜓LoS,k + PNLoS,k𝜓NLoS,k, (3)

where 𝜓LoS,k and 𝜓NLoS,k are shadow fading coefficient with
log-normal distribution for LoS and NLoS link, respectively
[30]. {

𝜎LoS,k = k1exp(−k2𝜃k )

𝜎NLoS,k = g1exp(−g2𝜃k )
, (4)

where (𝜇LoS,k, 𝜎
2
LoS,k ) and (𝜇NLoS,k, 𝜎

2
NLoS,k ) are the mean and

the variance of the shadow fading for LoS and NLoS link,
respectively. k1, k2, g1, g2 are constant values which depend
on environment. 𝜃k = sin−1(HUAV∕dk ) is the elevation angle
between UAV-BS and SN k. Finally, the LoS probability is given
by [30]

PLoS,k = 𝛼
(180
𝜋
𝜃k − 15

)𝛽
, (5)

where 𝛼 and 𝛽 are constant values which depend on environ-
ment. Here, PNLoS,k = 1 − PLoS,k. (5) indicates that as HUAV
becomes higher, the LoS probability becomes larger.

The received signal power from SN k at UAV-BS can be
expressed as

Ωk =
PT

B

GTGR

Lk𝜓k

, (6)

where GT and GR are the antenna gain of SN and UAV-BS [dB],
respectively. B is the bandwidth [kHz] and 𝜓k = 10𝜓k,dB∕10.

Without loss of generality, SN k = 0 is considered as the
desired SN. The received signal of the desired SN at the UAV-
BS can be expressed as

r =
√
Ω0h0s0 +

K∑
k=1

√
Ωkhksk + w, (7)

where hk denotes the fading coefficient between UAV-BS and
SN k which follows non-centered chi-squared distribution and
w ∼  (0, 𝜎2) is the additive white Gaussian noise (AWGN)
with 0 mean and variance 𝜎2.
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FIGURE 1 Concept of RADMA

3 PROPOSED METHOD: RADMA

RADMA is a communication access method that splits the cov-
erage area into partially overlapping virtual sectors, as shown in
Figure 1. In this method, the UAV-BS is equipped with a ULA.
The main lobe of ULA beam is exploited to form the virtual sec-
tor.

At first, all SNs are in sleep mode while waiting to be served
by the UAV-BS. After receiving the beacon signal from the
UAV-BS, only the SNs within the virtual sector can switch from
sleep mode to active mode due to the channel condition. Thus,
the number of communicating SNs can be limited to avoid
excessive signal collisions. Further, the high gain of ULA can
be exploited to enhance the received signal power of SNs. Thus,
the outage probability can be lowered, and a higher transmission
rate can be assigned due to the enhanced received signal power.

3.1 Rotation and allocation time

To provide communication opportunities to all SNs, virtual sec-
tors are created by horizontally rotating the UAV-BS to cover
all coverage area, as shown in Figure 1. After serving the SNs
within a certain virtual sector, the UAV-BS will be rotated with
a specific rotational angle. If the UAV-BS is rotated with rota-
tional angle 𝜃RT ∈ {0, 2𝜋}, number of sectors J is given by

J =
2𝜋
𝜃RT

. (8)

The UAV-BS will serve a certain virtual sector within an allo-
cated time. The allocated time will be adjusted to the number
of SNs within the sector. A longer time will be allocated to the
sector with a larger number of SNs, as shown in Figure 1. The
allocated time to virtual sector j , that is, sector time tsec, j , is given
by

tsec, j =
Kj

K
(thover − trotation), (9)

where Kj is the number of SNs within virtual sector j =

{1, … , J }, thover and trotation are the hovering time and the rota-

tion time of UAV-BS that is calculated as trotation =
360◦

vang
with

vang being the angular speed of UAV, respectively. The perfor-

mance of RADMA with various number of sector J and sector
time tsec, j allocation method had been discussed in [22].

3.2 ULA gain and tilt angle

The gain of ULA towards SN k with direction-of-arrival (DoA)
𝜙k is given by [28]

GR,k =

||||||
M−1∑
m=0

g(𝜃k, 𝜙k )e− j2𝜋mΔ sin 𝜃k cos𝜙k

||||||
2

, (10)

where M and Δ are the number of antenna elements and the
antenna element spacing normalized by the carrier wavelength,
respectively. g(𝜃k, 𝜙k ) is the directivity of the antenna element
towards horizontal angle 𝜙k and elevation angle 𝜃k. In this
manuscript, a half-wave dipole antenna is used for each antenna
element, and hence directivity g(𝜃k, 𝜙k ) is given by [28]:

g(𝜃k, 𝜙k ) =
√

1.64 cos
(𝜋

2
cos 𝜃k

)
∕ sin 𝜃k. (11)

In this manuscript, tilt angle 𝜃tilt is determined to adjust the
direction of the main beam as shown in the following equation:

𝜃tilt =
𝜋

2
− tan−1

(
r∕2

HUAV

)
, (12)

where the numerator in arctangent is determined into r∕2 so the
main beam can be set to face the center of the coverage radius
r . The purposes are to maximize the use of the antenna’s beam
and to fairly serve the near-SNs and far-SNs. Substituting (12)
into (10) gives

GR,k =

||||||
M−1∑
n=0

g(𝜃k, 𝜙k )e− j2𝜋nΔ sin(𝜃k+𝜃tilt ) cos𝜙k

||||||
2

, (13)

where

g(𝜃k, 𝜙k ) =
√

1.64
cos

(
𝜋

2
cos(𝜃k + 𝜃tilt )

)
sin(𝜃k + 𝜃tilt )

. (14)
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As distance dk between the UAV-BS and SN k is much larger
than antenna element spacing Δ, it is reasonable to assume
that there is only one strong link between the UAV-BS and SN
[31].

4 OUTAGE PROBABILITY AND
CAPTURING EFFECT ANALYSIS

OP is defined as the probability that achievable SNR 𝛾0 of the
desired SN falls below a certain SNR threshold 𝛾th. Thus, it is
necessary to derive the SNR expression before analysing the OP.
Similar to OP, the capturing failure probability is defined as the
probability that the SIR 𝛽0 of the desired SN falls below a cer-
tain SIR threshold 𝛽th. Thus, deriving the SIR expression is nec-
essary before analysing the capturing failure probability.

4.1 Outage probability closed-form
expression derivation

The closed-form expression of the OP is derived for a system
experiencing Rician fading. This work has been pursued with a
similar approach in [24], which derives a closed-form expression
of the probability density function (PDF) and cumulative distri-
bution function (CDF) of independent random variables (RVs).
The required material is only an infinite power series expansion
of the CDF of the desired SN’s signal power.

The instantaneous SNR of desired SN k = 0, 𝛾0, is expressed
as

𝛾0 =
Ω0|h0|2
𝜎2

. (15)

To derive the average achievable SNR, the average received
signal power Ωk of SN k will be derived based on the commu-
nication protocol. To simplify, the shadowing loss is excluded
from the received signal power equation.

1. Conventional method

Conventional method is the method where the UAV-BS is
equipped with an omni-directional antenna to serve the com-
munication area at once. Thus, the average received signal
power Ωk of SN k can be derived as

Ωk =
PT

B

GTGR

Lk

, (16)

where Lk is the mean value of path loss Lk of SN k.
2. RADMA

The average received signal powerΩk of SN k can be derived
as

Ωk =
PT

B

GTGR,k

Lk

, (17)

where GR,k is the mean value of ULA gain GR,k towards SN
k within the virtual sector.

Lk can be expressed by applying the mean value theorem [32]
as

Lk =
1√

R2 + H 2
UAV − HUAV

∫
√

R2+H 2
UAV

HUAV

Lk(dk )𝛿d , (18)

where
√

R2 + H 2
UAV is the farthest distance of SN located at the

edge of the coverage area to UAV-BS while HUAV is the shortest
distance of SN to UAV-BS when located under the UAV-BS.

Similar to (18), GR,k can be expressed as

GR,k =
1

(WU −WL) tan−1 R

HUAV

× ∫
tan−1 R

HUAV

0 ∫
WU

WL

GR,k𝛿𝜙𝛿𝜃, (19)

where WL and WU are the minimum angle and maximum angle

of the ULA beam coverage range, respectively, and tan−1(
R

HUAV
)

is the available range of 𝜃.
Then, achievable SNR 𝛾0 can be expressed as

𝛾0 =
Ω0|h0|2
𝜎2

=
S0

𝜎2
. (20)

The OP of the desired SN is defined as the probability that
achievable SNR 𝛾0 falls below a certain threshold 𝛾th, that is

Pout(𝛾th ) = P (𝛾0 < 𝛾th ). (21)

Lemma 1: Outage probability, Pout(𝛾th ), is given by

Pout(𝛾th ) =
∞∑

n=0

e−K0 L
(0)
n (K0)(1 + K0)n+1

(1 + n)!Ω0

n+1
(𝛾th𝜎

2)
n+1

. (22)

Proof: The proof is given in Appendix A.

4.2 Capturing effect analysis

Similar to the closed-form expression of the OP, the captur-
ing probability is derived for a system experiencing Rician fad-
ing. Capturing probability is derived while assuming number of
interfering SNs I to investigate how the system dealing to inter-
ferences. The required materials are (1) an infinite power series
expansion of the CDF the desired SN’s signal power and (2)
expressions for the moments of the co-channel power from
interferers. Instantaneous SIR 𝛽0 of the desired SN, k = 0, is
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expressed as

𝛽0 =
Ω0|h0|2∑I

i=1 Ωi |hi |2 . (23)

Similar to (20), by substituting average received signal power
Ωk into (23), achievable SIR 𝛽0 of the desired SN can be
expressed as

𝛽0 =
Ω0|h0|2∑I

i=1 Ωi |hi |2 = S0∑I

i=1 Si

. (24)

The signal from desired SN is not able to be successfully
received at FC if its SIR 𝛽0 falls bellow a certain SIR threshold
𝛽th. Thus, capturing failure probability Pfail is given by

Pfail (𝛽th ) = P (𝛽0 < 𝛽th ). (25)

Lemma 2: Capturing failure probability Pfail (𝛽th ) is given by

Pfail (𝛽th )

=

∞∑
n=0

e−K0 L
(0)
n (K0)(1 + K0)n+1

(1 + n)!Ω0

n+1
𝛽n+1

th

×
∑

i1+⋯+iI=n+1

(
n + 1

i1, … , iK

) I∏
j=1

𝔼[S
i j

i ], (26)

where 𝔼[S
i j

i ] is the cross-moment of the RVs (S1, S2, … , SI ) and
( n

i1,…,iI

)
is the multinomial coefficient which is given by(

n

i1, … , iI

)
=

n!

i1! … iI !
. (27)

Proof: The proof is given in Appendix B.

4.3 Convergence radius

In order to guarantee the validity of the derived capturing failure
probability in (26), it is necessary to investigate the convergence
of the power series expansion by providing sufficient conditions
that ensure its convergence.

Similar to the previous section, it is considered that both the
desired and the interfering signal(s) experience the Rician fading
environment. Then, received power S0 of the desired SN is a
non-centered chi-squared distribution with a rice factor K0 and
an average power Ω0. Similarly, received power {Si}

I
i=1 of the

interfering SN(s) follow non-centered chi-squared distributions
with rice factors {Ki}

I
i=1 and average powers {Ωi}

I
i=1.

Theorem 1: Let S0 be a non-centered chi-squared distribution with

parameters K0 and Ω0, and S1, S2, … , SI be correlated RVs follow-

ing non-centered chi-squared distributions with parameters {Ki}
I
i=1 and

FIGURE 2 LoRaWAN system setup: Distance based SF allocation

{Ωi}
I
i=1. Then, the convergence radius 𝛾th satisfies:

𝛽th <
Ω0(1 + Ki )

(1 + K0)Ωi I
, ∀i. (28)

Proof: The proof is given in Appendix C.

5 LoRaWAN NETWORK

In LoRaWAN, the CSS modulation technique is adopted as the
PHY layer technology. Each chirp or symbol will be assigned
to transmit a constant/fixed number of bits. The amount of
bits per each symbol is called the spreading factor (SF) which
varies from 7 to 12. As the SF increases, the receiver’s sensi-
tivity increases and the communication range becomes wider,
as shown in Figure 2. The transmission rate, RT( f ), of SF
f ∈ {7, 8, … , 12} is given by

RT( f ) =
f × RC

Tm
, (29)

where Tm =
2 f

B
is the symbol duration and RC is the coding rate.

The required SNR threshold 𝛾th( f ) for each SF to achieve the
bit error rate (BER) with value of 10−5 has been calculated in
[33]. Accordingly, transmission rate RT( f ) and required SNR
threshold 𝛾th( f ) for each SF are shown in Table 2.

Recent results on LoRaWAN in [35–37] have shown through
real experiments and numerical analysis that a signal transmitted
by a LoRaWAN device to the gateway may suffer two kinds of
disruption. This disruption can be either caused by co-SF inter-
ferences (i.e. interferences transmitted from the same SF) or
cross-SF interferences (i.e. interferences transmitted from dif-
ferent SFs). Thus, to be correctly decoded, it is required to con-
sider the SIR threshold based on the origin SF of the interfer-
ing signal.
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TABLE 1 Summary of the contributions

Related works Contributions

[15] Optimum 2D placement of UAV has been investigated to lower
overall outage

Proposing RADMA to serves an amount number of nodes within a wide area by
using only a single UAV on a non-dynamic deployment

[16] Altitude optimization of UAV has been investigated to minimize the
boundary outage probability

[17] Optimal placement of multiple UAVs has been studied under different
UAV altitude constraints and node densities to minimize the outage
probability

[18] An algorithm has been proposed to enable a team of UAVs to provide
full coverage of an unknown field of interest cooperatively

[19] Optimal trajectory has been formulated to maximize sum rate Exploiting virtual sector to limit the number of transmitting nodes, and to
enhance the received signal power of nodes by the high gain of ULA to use
high transmission rate

[20] Clustering based UAV positioning method has been proposed to
enhance network capacity

[21] Clustering based data collection scheme has been investigated to
enable UAV collect the data effectively within minimized trajectory

[22] RADMA is originally proposed Conducting analytical studies towards RADMA to evaluate its effectiveness from
the viewpoint of the outage probability and capturing failure probability[24] Outage probability of sensor nodes served by a ULA equipped

UAV-BS has been conducted analytically while assuming the location of
node is known and no interference exist

[22] The performance of RADMA has been investigated within a limited
coverage area and limited number of nodes by adopting IEEE 802.11 as
the wireless access protocol

Investigating the performance of RADMA under the LPWAN scenario to
expand the coverage area and evaluating it in a denser environment scenario

TABLE 2 Transmission rate, SNR and SIR threshold of each SF$B = 125
[kHz], RC = 4∕5)

SF Rate [kbps] SNR threshold [dB] SIR threshold [dB]

7 5.469 −7.5 −11

8 3.125 −10 −13

9 1.758 −12.5 −16

10 0.977 −15 −19

11 0.537 −17.5 −22

12 0.293 −20 −24

In [35], a co-SF SIR threshold of 6 [dB] has been assumed
based on average measurements of communication between
two LoRaWAN devices. Thus, when co-SF interferences exist,
a certain signal can be successfully decoded if its SIR surpasses
6 [dB].

In [36], the inter-SF SIR thresholds of a certain signal to be
successfully decoded are summarized. These SIR thresholds are
defined to achieve a BER of approximately 1%. These thresh-
olds for each SF depend on the interfering signal’s origin SF.
The threshold is bigger if the interfering signal’s origin SF is the
desired signal’s neighbor SF. Accordingly, this threshold is con-
sidered as the worst case for each SF. As multiple signals trans-
mitted from different SFs may collide simultaneously, it is rea-
sonable to set the worst thresholds for each SF as the inter-SF
SIR threshold. The inter-SF SIR thresholds of a certain signal
to be successfully decoded is shown in Table 2.

The transmitted signal can be received successfully at gateway
if one or more of these conditions are satisfied:

1. Reception condition

The received SNR of a certain LoRaWAN device at a given
SF f surpasses the certain SF threshold (see Table 2).

2. Co-SF capture threshold

When the desired and interfering signals are transmitted with
the same SF, the signal from the desired device can be cor-
rectly captured if the SIR surpasses the co-SF SIR threshold.

3. Inter-SF capture threshold

When the desired and interfering signals are transmitted with
the different SFs, the signal from the desired device can
be correctly captured if the SIR surpasses the inter-SF SIR
threshold.

6 NUMERICAL RESULTS

In this section, the numerical results are provided. These results
are obtained by executing computer simulation by constructing
the system model into C language and MATLAB. The hovering
altitude of UAV-BS, HUAV [km], is set varying up to 0.12 [km]
since it is the maximum permitted altitude for UAV-BS in many
jurisdictions [38]. Length of area side LAREA [km] and intensity
of SNs 𝜆SN [/km2] are set as parameters to validate the per-
formance of RADMA on various LAREA and 𝜆SN. Number of
antenna elements N of the ULA at UAV-BS is set to 3, and nor-
malized antenna elements spacing Δ is set to 0.5[28]. Transmit
power PT and antenna gain GT at SN are set to 13 [dBm] and 0
[dBi], respectively [2]. The carrier frequency is set to fc = 923
[MHz] and the bandwidth is B = 125 [kHz] [34]. Other param-
eters are listed in Table 3.

This paper assumes that each SN has only one packet to
transmit during each simulation. The packet size is set as the
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FIGURE 3 (a, b) Pout(𝛾th ) versus 𝛾th and (c) Pfail (𝛽th ) versus 𝛽th

largest packet size that can be transmitted using SF12 within the
dwell time. The dwell time is defined by the maximum time to
transmit 1 packet by a LoRaWAN device and is standardized
to 400 [ms] [34]. The transmission rate of SN in SF12 is 293
[bps] as shown in Table 2. Thus, the largest packet size that can
be transmitted using SF12 within the standardized dwell time
is about 100 [bit]. As each SN will transmit only once without
repetition, the duty cycle is not considered.

6.1 Outage probability and capture effect
analysis

In Figure 3a, the analytical and the simulated values of OP
Pout(𝛾th ) are plotted as a function of 𝛾th for various length
of area side LAREA while UAV-BS altitude HUAV is fixed at
0.1 [km]. Figure 3a shows that the OP increases as length of area
side LAREA becomes bigger. This is because the SNs deployed
at the edge of the coverage area experience large path loss due
to the long transmission link distance. Thus, the achievable SNR
fails to surpass the required SNR for communication. How-
ever, RADMA can suppress OP compared to the conventional
method for any length of area side LAREA. This is because the
achievable SNR of SNs can be enhanced by exploiting the high
gain of ULA.

Table 4 shows the relative errors between the analytical and
the simulated values of OP Pout(𝛾th ) for various SNR threshold
𝛾th and length of area side LAREA. The Table clearly shows that
the relative errors between the analytical and the simulated val-
ues of OP Pout(𝛾th ) are far away below 1% for both RADMA
and conventional method. This clearly indicates the validity of
the derived closed-form OP expression.

In Figure 3b, the analytical and the simulated values of OP
Pout(𝛾th ) are also plotted as a function of 𝛾th for various UAV-BS
altitude HUAV while length of area side LAREA is set to 3 [km].
Similar to Figure 3a, this figure also clearly shows that the
analytical and simulated results match perfectly which indicates

TABLE 3 Computer simulation parameters

Parameters Values

Length of area side LAREA = 3, 4, 5 [km]

Intensity of SNs 𝜆SN = 20, 40, 60 [∕km2]

UAV-BS altitude HUAV = 0.05, 0.1, 0.12 [km]

UAV-BS antenna elements N = 3

UAV-BS angular speed vang = 250 [◦∕s] [29]

Normalized antenna spacing Δ = 0.5

Rotation angle 𝜃RT =
2𝜋

6
[radian]

SN’s height 0.1 [m]

SN’s antenna gain GT = 0 [dBi]

SN’s transmit power PT = 13 [dBm]

SN’s data size S = 100 [bits]

Carrier frequency fc = 923 [MHz]

Bandwidth B = 125 [kHz]

CS threshold ΓCS = −97 [dBm][28]

Noise variance 𝜎2 = −174 [dBm/Hz]

Noise figure 10 [dB]

Order of truncation Ktr = 10

Rice factor K0 = 10, Ki = 10

k1, k2, g1, g2 11.53, 0.06, 26.53, 0.03 [30]

𝜇LoS, 𝜇NLoS 0.0, 18 [dB] [30]

𝛼, 𝛽 0.77, 0.05 [30]

the validity of the derived closed-form OP expression. UAV-BS
altitude HUAV does not impact the OP. This is because length
of area side LAREA is much bigger than UAV-BS altitude HUAV.
Thus the variation of UAV-BS altitude HUAV does not give a sig-
nificant impact to the achievable SNR. However when consider-
ing the shadowing loss, the OP differs as UAV-BS altitude HUAV
increases. This is because the achievable SNR varies caused by
the shadowing loss.
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TABLE 4 Relative errors between the simulated and analytical values of
Pout(𝛾th ) (various LAREA [km])

𝜸th RADMA Conventional

[dB] 3 4 5 3 4 5

−20 0.02% 0.19% 0.02% 0.20% 0.06% 0.10%

−19 0.02% 0.38% 0.19% 0.01% 0.08% 0.19%

−18 0.05% 0.01% 0.06% 0.01% 0.05% 0.08%

−17 0.02% 0.10% 0.05% 0.06% 0.16% 0.07%

−16 0.34% 0.21% 0.05% 0.01% 0.36% 0.21%

−15 0.34% 0.20% 0.05% 0.06% 0.14% 0.06%

−14 0.05% 0.06% 0.02% 0.38% 0.23% 0.01%

−13 0.09% 0.05% 0.01% 0.02% 0.02% 0.04%

−12 0.15% 0.01% 0.26% 0.06% 0.13% 0.25%

−11 0.04% 0.07% 0.15% 0.18% 0.00% 0.62%

−10 0.09% 0.07% 0.04% 0.18% 0.06% 0.30%

−9 0.06% 0.38% 0.05% 0.02% 0.14% 0.82%

−8 0.03% 0.27% 0.20% 0.74% 0.50% 0.55%

−7 0.28% 0.74% 0.11% 0.48% 0.03% 0.01%

−6 0.11% 0.60% 0.38% 0.58% 0.75% 0.59%

−5 0.18% 0.39% 0.30% 0.78% 0.57% 0.31%

−4 0.06% 0.67% 0.45% 0.20% 0.96% 0.18%

−3 0.08% 0.27% 0.02% 0.96% 0.19% 0.19%

−2 0.14% 0.19% 0.48% 0.37% 0.43% 0.09%

−1 0.35% 0.07% 0.55% 0.71% 0.63% 0.02%

0 0.23% 0.41% 0.17% 0.94% 0.05% 0.35%

1 0.47% 0.49% 0.31% 0.27% 0.13% 0.04%

2 0.10% 0.01% 0.30% 0.35% 0.05% 0.05%

3 0.46% 0.88% 0.02% 0.33% 0.14% 0.16%

4 0.37% 0.88% 0.48% 0.01% 0.01% 0.88%

5 0.25% 0.59% 0.00% 0.16% 0.07% 0.76%

6 0.28% 0.15% 0.14% 0.11% 0.36% 0.22%

In Figure 3c, the analytical and the simulated values of captur-
ing failure probability Pfail (𝛽th ) are plotted as a function of SIR
threshold 𝛽th for various number of interferers I . Length of area
side LAREA and UAV-BS altitude HUAV are set to 3 [km] and
0.1 [km], respectively. From these results, it can be concluded
that the derived closed-form expression 𝛽th is valid as both
analytical and simulated values perfectly match. Figure 3c also
shows that derived Pfail (𝛽th ) starts to diverge and show different
results with the simulated results as 𝛽th increases and becomes
closer to the higher bound of 𝛽th. This indicates that the derived
convergence radius is valid.

Figure 3c also shows that RADMA can suppress Pfail (𝛽th )
compared to the conventional method for any number of inter-
fering SN I . This is because, in RADMA, the signal from
the desired SN can be prioritized by the ULA beam direc-
tion, which leads to higher received signal power Ω0 of the
desired SN at UAV-BS. In the other side, received signal power
Ωi of the interfering SNs can be suppressed due to the poor

FIGURE 4 CDF of transmission time (LAREA=5 [km], 𝜆SN=20 [∕km2])

channel condition outside of the ULA beam. Thus, the achiev-
able SIR can be enhanced and surpass a certain threshold.
This means the collided signals are still possible to be captured
successfully.

6.2 RADMA performance towards area size

In this section, the CDF of the required transmission time is
investigated and the performance of RADMA is evaluated with
various length of area side LAREA. Intensity of SNs 𝜆SN and
UAV-BS altitude HUAV are fixed to 20 [∕km2] and 0.1 [km],
respectively. First, the packet loss ratio (PLR) is evaluated. PLR
is defined as the number of lost packets divided by the total
number of packets. The lost packet is the packet that fails to ful-
fill the successful reception conditions described in Section 2.
Second, the average required time for one packet transmission
is evaluated. Finally, the average transmission energy to com-
plete the packet transmission, defined by the multiplication of
transmission time and transmission power, is evaluated.

Figure shows the CDF of the required transmission time
to transmit the data packet. Even considering the stand by
time to be served, RADMA can suppress the accumulation
time to complete the transmission. This is because RADMA
enables SNs to transmit at a higher transmission rate due to the
enhanced received signal power by ULA’s high gain. Further,
SNs can effectively execute the transmission due to the limited
number of SNs within the virtual sector.

Figure 5a shows the PLR increases as the length of area
side LAREA becomes bigger. This is because the excessive sig-
nal collisions frequently happened as the probability of car-
rier sense failure between SNs increases due to large path loss
caused by the long distance between SNs. Further, the number
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FIGURE 5 Performance comparison of RADMA and conventional method (various length of area side LAREA)

of SNs increases as the area becomes wider. Thus, the probabil-
ity that multiple SNs transmit simultaneously increases. How-
ever, the PLR can be suppressed by RADMA up to 77% com-
pared to the conventional method when considering area side
LAREA = 5 [km]. This happens by exploiting the benefits of
ULA beam: limiting the number of SNs simultaneously trans-
mitting a packet, alleviating the hidden terminal problem, and
enhancing the received signal power of the desired SN while
suppressing the received signal power of interfering SNs. There-
fore, RADMA can guarantee a high packet delivery ratio even in
a wider area.

Figure shows the average transmission time increases as the
length of area side LAREA becomes bigger. This is because
the applicable transmission rate decreases due to the lower
received signal power caused by larger path loss. However, the
transmission time can be shortened by RADMA up to 25%
compared to the conventional method when considering area
side LAREA = 5 [km] even considering the standby time to be
served. This is because higher transmission rate is applicable due
to the enhanced received signal power.

Figure 5c shows the average transmission energy to complete
the data transmission, which has a similar pattern to the aver-
age transmission time shown in Figure 5b. From Figure 5c, it
can be seen that the average required transmission energy can
be suppressed up to 20% by RADMA compared to the conven-
tional method when considering area side LAREA = 5 [km]. The
reason is that RADMA can shorten the transmission time due
to the high transmission rate. Therefore, the required energy to
complete the data transmission can be reduced accordingly.

6.3 RADMA performance towards intensity
of SNs

Here, the performance of RADMA is evaluated for the various
intensity of SNs 𝜆SN. Length of area side LAREA and UAV-BS
altitude HUAV are set to 3 [km] and 0.1 [km], respectively.

Figure 6a shows the PLR increases as the intensity of
SNs 𝜆SN increases. This is because the probability of multi-

ple SNs transmit simultaneously increases when the environ-
ment becomes denser. However, the PLR can be suppressed by
RADMA due to the reasons described in the previous section.
Hence, RADMA can guarantee a high packet delivery ratio even
in a dense SNs environment.

Figure 6b shows the average transmission time increases as
the intensity of SNs 𝜆SN increases. This is because the standby
time of SNs increases as the environment becomes denser. Fur-
ther, the SNs located at the edge transmit the signal with a
low transmission rate due to the low received signal power.
However, the transmission time can be shortened by RADMA
even considering the standby time to be served. This is because
higher transmission rate is applicable due to the enhanced
received signal power.

Figure 6c shows the average transmission energy of each SN
to complete the data transmission. From Figure 6c, it can be
seen that the average transmission energy can be suppressed
by applying RADMA compared to the conventional method.
However, the average required transmission energy is insensi-
tive to 𝜆SN. The reason can be explained as follows. All the SNs
within the serving sector can be fairly served by facing the main
beam to the center of the coverage radius. Since the near-SNs
and far-SNs can experience similar transmission link quality, the
average required transmission energy will remain low even with
denser SNs.

7 CONCLUSION

In a WSN with a large number of SNs, a low power consump-
tion and efficient communication scheme is crucial to prolong
the network lifetime and to boost the data collecting effec-
tivity. Here, a RADMA was introduced as a communication
protocol to enhance the received signal power and avoid fre-
quent signal collisions. First, the performance of RADMA in
suppressing OP and capturing failure probability was evaluated
analytically. Then, the simulation results considering an LPWAN
environment elucidated that the derived closed-form expression
of OP was valid. Numerical simulation results have validated
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FIGURE 6 Performance comparison of RADMA and conventional method (various intensity of SN 𝜆SN)

that RADMA can lower the OP, suppress the PLR 77%, shorten
the transmission time 25%, and reduce the required transmis-
sion energy 20% when considering an area with LAREA=5 [km]
and 𝜆SN=20 [∕km2]. To further improve the performance,
interferences from other systems sharing the same unlicensed
spectrum need to be appropriately analysed and handled. This
is left as our future work.
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APPENDIX A

Proof of Lemma 1

Let the CDF of Sk be expressed as [39]

FSk
(sk ) =

∞∑
n=0

e−Kk L
(0)
n (Kk )(1 + Kk )n+1

(1 + n)!Ωk

n+1
sn+1
k

, (A1)

where n is the order of truncation index, L
(𝛼)
n (⋅) is the general-

ized Laguerre polynomials of degree n and order 𝛼 [42]. Let f (⋅)
denote the PDF of {Sk}

K
k=0, then Pout(𝛾th ) in (21) can be written

as

Pout(𝛾th ) = P

(
S0

𝜎2
< 𝛾th

)
(A2)

= P
(
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2
)
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2

0
fS0

(s0)ds0
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2
)

=
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e−K0 L
(0)
n (K0)(1 + K0)n+1

(1 + n)!Ω0

n+1

(
𝛾th𝜎

2
)n+1

. (A4)

Proof of Lemma 2

Let S0 is considered to be independent from RVs (S1, S2, … , SI ).
By inserting the CDF of Sk in (A1) into (25), probability
Pfail (𝛽th ) of being failed to be captured can be derived as fol-
lows

Pfail (𝛽th )

= P (𝛽0 < 𝛽th ) = P

(
S0∑I

i=1 Si

< 𝛽th

)
(A5)

= P
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(
I∑

i=1

Si
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∞
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n+1
𝛽n+1

th

https://www.dji.com/phantom-4-pro/info
https://lora-alliance.org/sites/default/files/2018-04/lorawantm_specification_-v1.1.pdf
https://lora-alliance.org/sites/default/files/2018-04/lorawantm_specification_-v1.1.pdf
https://www.faa.gov/uas/media/Part_107_Summary.pdf
https://www.faa.gov/uas/media/Part_107_Summary.pdf
https://doi.org/10.1049/cmu2.12238
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×

(
I∑

i=1

Si

)n+1

fS1
(s1)… fSI

(sI )ds1 … dsI (A9)

=

∞∑
n=0

e−K0 L
(0)
n (K0)(1 + K0)n+1

(1 + n)!Ω0

n+1
𝛽n+1

th

× 𝔼

⎡⎢⎢⎣
(

I∑
i=1

Si

)n+1⎤⎥⎥⎦ (A10)

where 𝔼[⋅] is the expectation value taken with respect to the
random vector (S1, S2, … , SI ). By applying multinomial theorem
[43] to (A10), where

(S1 +⋯+ SI )n
=

∑
i1+⋯+iI=n

(
n

i1, … , iI

) I∏
j=1

S
i j

i , (A11)

we have

Pfail (𝛽th ) =
∞∑

n=0

e−K0 L
(0)
n (K0)(1 + K0)n+1

(1 + n)!Ω0

n+1
𝛽n+1

th

× 𝔼

[ ∑
i1+⋯+iI=n+1

(
n + 1

i1, … , iI

) I∏
j=1

S
i j

i

]
. (A12)

Finally, the closed form of Pfail (𝛽th ) can be expressed as

Pfail (𝛽th ) =
∞∑

n=0

e−K0 L
(0)
n (K0)(1 + K0)n+1

(1 + n)!Ω0

n+1
𝛽n+1

th

×
∑

i1+⋯+iI=n+1

(
n + 1

i1, … , iI

) I∏
j=1

𝔼[S
i j

i ]. (A13)

Proof of Theorem 1

By applying the moments of sums of random variables [41] to
(A10), where

𝔼

(
K∑

k=1

Sk

)n

≤ K n−1
K∑

k=1

𝔼(S n
k

), for n > 1, (A14)

we have

Pfail (𝛽th ) =
∞∑

n=0

e−K0 L
(0)
n (K0)(1 + K0)n+1

(1 + n)!Ω0

n+1
𝛽n+1

th

× 𝔼

⎡⎢⎢⎣
(

I∑
i=1

Si

)n+1⎤⎥⎥⎦

≤
∞∑

n=0

e−K0 L
(0)
n (K0)

(1 + n)!

(
𝛽th(1 + K0)

Ω0

)n+1

× I n

(
I∑

i=1

𝔼[S n+1
i ]

)
. (A15)

By using inequality L
(0)
n (x ) ≤ ex∕2 [42], we have

Pfail (𝛽th ) ≤
∞∑

n=0

e−K0∕2

(1 + n)!

(
𝛽th(1 + K0)

Ω0

)n+1

× I n

(
I∑

i=1

𝔼[S n+1
i ]

)
(A16)

=

I∑
i=1

∞∑
n=0

e−K0∕2

(1 + n)!

(
𝛽th(1 + K0)

Ω0

)n+1

I n𝔼[S n+1
i ]

=

I∑
i=1

∞∑
n=0

gn,i . (A17)

Inserting the moment corresponding to the Rician model
into gn,i yields

gn,i =
e−K0∕2

(1 + n)!

(
𝛽th(1 + K0)

Ω0

)n+1

I n𝔼[S n+1
i ]

=
e−K0∕2

(1 + n)!

(
𝛽th(1 + K0)

Ω0

)n+1

I n

×
Γ(n + 2)

(1 + Ki )n+1 1F1(−(n + 1), 1;Ki )Ωi

n+1
. (A18)

The Kummer confluent hypergeometric function is related to
the Laguerre polynomials of degree n and order zero L0

n (⋅) as
follows [40]:

1F1(−n, 1; −x ) = L0
n (−x ). (A19)

By substituting (A19) into (A18), we have

gn,i =
e−K0∕2

(1 + n)!

(
𝛽th(1 + K0)

Ω0

)n+1

I n

×

(
Ωi

1 + Ki

)n+1

Γ(n + 2)L0
n+1(−Ki ). (A20)

An asymptotic expression of Gamma function is given as [40]:

Γ(n + a) ∼n→+∞ naΓ(n). (A21)
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By substituting (A21) into (A20), we have

gn,k ∼
e−K0∕2

(1 + n)!

(
𝛽th(1 + K0)Ωi

Ω0(1 + Ki )

)n+1

I n

× n2Γ(n)L0
n+1(−Ki ). (A22)

Since for x > 0, an asymptotic expression of L0
n (−x ) is given as

[45]

L0
n (−x ) ∼n→+∞

1

2
√
𝜋

e−x∕2(nx )−1∕4e2
√

nx , (A23)

by inserting (A23) into (A22), we have

gn,i ∼
e−K0∕2

(1 + n)!

(
𝛽th(1 + K0)Ωi

Ω0(1 + Ki )

)n+1

I n

× n2Γ(n)
1

2
√
𝜋

e−Ki∕2((n + 1)Ki )
−1∕4e2

√
(n+1)Ki . (A24)

Now, the D’Alembert test of convergence [44] is employed to
get the convergence radius where a series

∑∞

n=0 un is convergent

if

lim
n→∞

un+1

un
< 1. (A25)

For gn,i given in (A24), we have

lim
n→∞

gn+1,i

gn,i
= lim

n→∞

1
(n + 2)

(n + 1)2

n
e2
√

(n+2)Ki−2
√

(n+1)Ki

×

(
𝛽th(1 + K0)Ωi

Ω0(1 + Ki )

)
I

=

(
𝛽th(1 + K0)Ωi

Ω0(1 + Ki )

)
I < 1.

Thus, the convergence radius of power series
∑∞

n=0 gn,k is given
by

𝛽th <
Ω0(1 + Ki )

(1 + K0)Ωi I
, ∀i. (A26)
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